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Fall/Winter 2013 PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

 
 

Dear AHRMNY Members, 

 
On behalf of the Board I would like to take this opportunity to wish 
everyone a happy and healthy holiday season.  I hope everyone is 
recovered or on the way to recovery from hurricane Sandy. 

 
Our highly successful half day conference was held a few days ago on 
December 6th at Mount Sinai.  We are now in the process of completing 
our plans for our March networking/educational event so SAVE THE DATE 

for March 13, 2013.  Our scheduled speaker will be Judge Alice Schlesinger 
who will speak on discovery issues including electronic discovery.  We are 
also planning our full day June conference tentatively scheduled for Friday, 

June 7, 2013.  The Membership Committee is in the process of completing 
a new type of membership for our upstate (long distance) peers. 
 
We are grateful for our generous sponsors without whom, these events 

would not be possible.  We continue to reach out to our members to join 
committees and contribute articles to our Risk Management Quarterly. 
   

By now you should have received the 2013 calendar magnet mailed to all 
current AHRMNY members.  If you have not received your personal 
calendar, please email ahrm@optimum.net and a mailing will be sent out 
promptly. 
 

 

 
 
 

Best wishes for a wonderful 2013. 
 

   AlvinAlvinAlvinAlvin    
 

Alvin Safran 
AHRMNY President 
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EDITOR’S CORNER 

The Risk Management Quarterly (RMQ), the official journal of 

the Association for Healthcare Risk Management of New York, 

Inc. is published four times a year. 

 

RMQ’s Mission Statement: To enhance the quality of healthcare 

delivery through education, research, professional practice, and 

analysis specific to risk management issues. 

 

This journal contains articles on a wide variety of subjects related 

to risk management, patient safety, insurance, quality improvement, 

medicine, healthcare law, government regulations, as well as other 

relevant information of interest to risk managers.  The articles are 

usually written by AHRMNY members, so the journal serves as an 

opportunity for members to showcase their writing talents. 

 

For the official RMQ Author Guidelines visit our website 

http://www.ahrmny.com 

 

Reminder: 

Maximum article length 3,500 words 

Photo requirements:  (high resolution JPEGs – at least 300 dpi) 

AHRMNY will not publish those articles promoting products 

or services 

Publications Committee: 
Judith Block 

Dylan Braverman 

Linda Foy 

Jose L. Guzman 

Victor Klein, MD 

Robert Marshall 

Robert D. Martin 

Pamela Monastero 

Ruth Nayko 

Kisha Sappington 

Ana Shields 

Janet Walsh 

 

The information presented in 

 THE RISK MANAGEMENT QUARTERLY  

is for educational purposes only 

 

Save-The-Date for these Upcoming Programs 

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU FOR THE  

WINTER AND SPRING EDITIONS 

We are asking our readers to submit articles for the winter and 
spring editions of the RMQ that focus on patient safety, 
environmental or staff safety, risk management, claims 
management, insurance issues and other relevant topics. 
 
RMQ is published four times a year with a distribution of 
approximately 300 copies per quarter.  Please forward any 
ideas or submissions for publication in the RMQ to “Editors”, 

via email with attachments to: ahrm@optimum.net 
 
The deadline for submission and consideration for the next 
journal is February 28, 2013. 
 

Evening Networking Event sponsored by Dopf PC and 
Heidell Pittoni Murphy & Bach LLC 
 

Date: March 13, 2013 

Time: 5:30 – 9:00 PM 

Place: Lighthouse International, NYC 

 

Guest speaker:   Justice Alice Schlesinger,  NY Supreme Court 

 

Featured Topic:   Discovery (including issues related to 

   Electronic Discovery) 

 

Program brochure and online registration will be available in early 

February. 

 
Annual Conference 
(List of sponsors to follow in next issue) 
 
Date: June 7, 2013 

Time: 8:00 am – 4:00 pm 

Place: Lighthouse International, NYC 

 

Guest speakers: TBA 

 

Tentative Topics:  EMR with the changing face of healthcare, 

Avoidable v. Unavoidable pressure ulcers; FEMA for healthcare 

facilities in the wake of Hurricane Sandy and Behavioral Health 

 

 

As we get ready to celebrate National Patient Safety Awareness 

Week, we are reminded that patient safety is in the forefront of 

our minds every day.  This special week lends a perfect 

opportunity to share knowledge in safe patient care, as well as 

identify and eliminate patient safety risks which will bring us closer 

to ASHRM’s initiative of Getting to Zero preventable serious safety 

events.  The 15th Annual NPSF Patient Safety Congress will be held 

in New Orleans, LA May 8-10, 2013.  Please visit the National 

Patient Safety Foundation website www.npsf.org for additional 

details and registration.  Also visit the American Society for Healthcare 

Risk Management’s website www.ashrm.org for various patient 

safety programs, webinars, activities and resources offered to help 

your organization make the most of this important week. 

 



 

 
 

By Richard W. Nicholson and Samantha E. Quinn 
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STATE AND FEDERAL DISCLOSURE RULES FOR 

PATIENT SAFETY MATERIALS: TRUST THE FEDS 

 

Introduction 
 
The primary goal of any healthcare provider is to 
provide effective and safe care for every patient.  Yet, 
we do not live in a perfect world with perfect 
healthcare.  Sometimes a medicine does not work.  
Sometimes a surgery has complications.  Sometimes 

accidents occur and mistakes are made.  In most 
other lines of work a poor assumption, missed 
projection, or honest mistake provides an opportunity 
for reflection and improvement.  In medicine, it 
results in human suffering and lawsuits.  As 
healthcare providers burdened with rising malpractice 

insurance premiums and hospitals faced with 
ballooning liability can attest, our legal system does 
not provide incentives for medical providers to admit 
their errors.  Yet, to improve medical care in this 
country, the goal of the medical community and the 
society that depends on it, should be to learn from 
past mistakes. We need to know when and where 

mistakes occur in order to improve medications, 
techniques, and systems for future patients. 
 
This is not a new problem.  For decades both states 
legislatures and Congress have tried to offer medical 
providers protections to incentivize candid review of 
medical treatment.  The first national medical peer 

review committee was created by the American 
College of Surgeons in 1918.1  As physicians became 
uncomfortable with the risk of civil liability, Congress 
passed the Healthcare Quality Improvement Act 
(“HCQIA”) to provide federal peer review immunity.2  
Yet, the HCQIA proved ineffective in allaying the 

concerns of healthcare providers because while it 
provided immunity, courts held it did not provide 
confidentiality, thus affecting reputation and careers.3  
In response, every state and the District of Columbia 
passed a medical peer review statute, but over the 
years, the protections provided by the statutes 
eventually eroded.4   
  

After years of laws with poor results and limited 
protections, Congress finally decided to confront the 
problem with a comprehensive response. 
 

Federal Law Protections 
 

In 2005, Congress passed the “Patient Safety and 
Quality Improvement Act of 2005” (“PSQIA”).5   The 
PSQIA amended Title IX of the Public Health Service 
Act for purposes of improving patient safety and 
reducing the occurrences of adverse events.6   The 
PSQIA “creates a voluntary program for providers to 
share information relating to patient safety events 

with patient safety organizations and imposes 
confidentiality and privilege requirements on such 
reported information to encourage providers to share 
the information without fear of liability.”7  The PSQIA 
 

creates a whole new lexicon of terms meant to 
distinguish what information is protected and what 
entities provide protections.  The PSQIA also borrows 
from the existing legal concepts of privilege and 
confidentiality as well as the regulatory power of the 
Dept. of Health and Human Services to enforce those 
protections. 

 
Patient Safety Work Product 
  
The PSQIA defines patient safety work product 
(“PSWP”) as data, reports, records, memoranda, 
analyses or statements that could improve patient 

safety, health care quality, or health care outcomes.8  
These materials must either:  1) be assembled or 
developed by a provider for the purposes of reporting 
to patient safety organization (“PSO”) and reported to 
a patient safety organization;9 2) or be developed by 
the PSO for the conduct of patient safety activities;10 
3) or identify or constitute deliberations or analysis of, 

or identify the fact or reporting to, a patient safety 
evaluation system.11 PSWP does not include a 
patient’s medical record, billing and discharge 
information, or any other original patient or provider 
record.12 Additionally, PSWP does not include 
information that is collected, maintained, developed or 
existing separately from a PSES.13  Therefore, just 

because information developed outside of a patient 
safety evaluation system is reported to patient safety 
organization does not make it PSWP by virtue of its 
reporting alone.  Lastly, PSWP can be separated into 
two types:  identifiable and non-identifiable.  
Identifiable information is limited to PSWP that 

contains HIPAA-type information14 or that can identify 
a healthcare provider who was the subject of the 
work,15 participated in the activities that are subject of 
the work,16 or an individual who reported or intended 
to report information to a patient safety organization.17 
Non-identifiable PSWP either has direct identifiers 
removed18 or the risk of identification is very small.19 

 
Patient Safety Organizations 
 
The PSQIA defines a patient safety organization 
(“PSO”) as a public entity (or component thereof) 
listed by the Dept. of Health and Human Services 
(“HHS”) as a PSO.20  In order to be listed as a PSO, 

the entity must initially certify to HHS that it has the 
policies and procedures in place to fulfill eight patient 
safety activities21 as well as additional criteria required 
by the PSQIA.22  The eight patient safety activities 
range from efforts to improve patient safety and the 
quality of health care delivery to the development of 

information regarding best practices and the 
utilization, preparation, and protection of PSWP.23  The 
additional criteria a PSO must comply with include a 
patient safety improvement mission, a qualified staff, 
full disclosure of all financial relationships and controlling 
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interests as well as standardization PSWP collection and 
effective PSWP utilization.24 Further, certain entities, such 

a health insurance issuers and any affiliated divisions 
or entities may not become PSOs.25 
 

The Federal PSO Network 

 
HHS’s program is dependent on patient safety 
evaluation systems, operated by PSOs, which will 
collect, manage, and analyze information for reporting 
to or by a PSO.26  HHS will maintain a network of 
patient safety databases that will serve as an 
interactive, evidence-based management resource and 

will have the capacity to accept aggregate across the 
network.27  The information gathered by the HHS 
network will provide the opportunity to analyze 
regional and national statistics, including trends in 
healthcare errors.28  The HHS will publicly issue these 
analyses as well as make annual quality reports to 
Congress regarding national trends in the quality of 

healthcare provided to the American people.29 
 

Protection of PSWP: Confidentiality and Privilege 
 

Identifiable PSWP is subject to privilege and 
confidentiality requirements.  An evidentiary privilege 
protects against disclosure of information in a legal 
proceeding.  The PSWP privilege would block 
disclosure from the following legal orders and rules:  a 
judicial or administrative court subpoena or order;30 
discovery in connection with a judicial or 

administrative proceeding;31 disclosure under Federal, 
State, or local law;32 admission as evidence in any civil 
criminal or administrative proceeding, including a 
professional disciplinary proceeding.33 The few 
exceptions to the PSWP privilege are:  use in a 
criminal proceeding when the PSWP contains evidence 
of a criminal act;34 use in equitable relief when a 

protective order is used to ensure the confidentiality of 
the PSWP;35 when the identified providers consent in 
writing;36 the information is non-identifiable;37  or use 
in HHS compliance activities.38 PSWP is also 
considered confidential, meaning that possessors of 
the materials may not voluntarily disclose the 

information, except in circumstances where the PSWP 
is non-identifiable39 or where disclosure is required by 
the HHS.40 The HSS also strictly enforces the 
confidentiality requirements.  Anyone who believes the 
confidential PSWP has been disclosed may file a 
complaint with the HHS.41  The HHS has the power to 
conduct compliance reviews42 and in cases where a 

person knowingly or recklessly discloses confidential, 
identifiable PSWP he or she may be subject to civil 
penalty up to $10,000 per violation.43 
 

Judicial Response to the PSQIA 

 
The PSQIA is a relatively new law with extensive 
regulatory requirements that was only adopted in final 
form in 2008.44  Yet, even in the short time since its 
implementation, federal and state courts have already 
begun to afford the PSQIA significant weight.  In KD ex 

rel. Dieffenbach v. U.S., the District of Delaware court 
held that the PSQIA “announces a more general 
approval of the medical peer review process and more 
sweeping evidentiary protections for materials used  

therein.”45  The court then decided to protect National 
Institute of Health records that “clearly perform[ed] the 

same functions Congress intended the PSQIA to 
encourage” from discovery, noting that applying such 
a privilege would “not substantially offend the federal 
policy announced in the PSQIA.”46  Beyond just policy 
impact, the PSQIA’s confidentiality and privilege 
provisions were upheld in Department of Financial and 

Professional Regulation v. Walgreen Co.47  There, an 
Illinois appellate court upheld a lower court’s decision 
to dismiss a motion to medication records because the 
court deemed them privileged PSWP that had been 
reported to a PSO.48   While it is still early, it seems 
that courts have received Congress’s message loud 
and clear:  the PSQIA “is to encourage a ‘culture of 

safety’ and quality in the U.S. health care system.”49   
 

State Law Protections 
 
As mentioned above, state law has focused on the 
improving the quality of health care by protection of 
peer review codified in statutes.  All fifty states and 

the District of Columbia have enacted some form of 
peer review protection.50 Generally, the protections 
afforded by peer review statutes focus on three legal 
concepts:  immunity, privilege, and confidentiality.51  
The concepts of privilege and confidentiality were 
discussed above, but it is worth noting that the 
concept of immunity extinguishes any liability a 

physician might incur from participating in the peer 
review process.52  To be clear, the immunity is not 
granted to the underlying act, only the process of the 
peer review.  State court reactions to peer review 
statutes have been mixed.  Some states, like Ohio and 
Rhode Island, have struck down or severely limited the 

protections afforded by their statutes.53  Recent court 
cases in Maine,54 Massachusetts,55 and New York56 
have shown a trend in cases limiting or distinguishing 
the protections afforded by peer review statutes. 

 
The New York case, Lamacchia v. Schwartz, warrants 
further explanation.  The Appellate Division for the 
Second Department reversed the Supreme Court’s 

denial of a motion to compel the hospitals peer review 
proceedings.57  The court cited an exception in N.Y.’s 
peer review protection scheme, which requires 
disclosure of statements in a peer review meeting 
made by a party to a lawsuit when the subject matter 
of the peer review meeting is the same as the subject 
matter of the lawsuit.58  The Supreme Court judge was 

ordered to do in camera review of the peer review 
documentation, and disclose the defendant’s 
statements.59  The Appellate Division’s holding, and 
the exception within the statute itself, demonstrate the 
inconsistent protection afforded medical providers in 
state peer review statutes. 

 
While some state peer review statutes appear to be in 

trouble, other states have taken the next step and 

have created their own Patient Safety Acts, similar to 
the PSQIA.60  The New Jersey PSA was recently 

challenged, but was upheld by a NJ appellate court.61  

The court held that the PSA extends absolute 
confidential protection to all documents, materials, and 

information developed exclusively by a health care  
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facility through the PSA process.62 Yet, the court was  
clear in its holding that the absolute privilege applies 
only if a healthcare facility follows the “specified 
procedures of the PSA and the related regulations.”63 
If the documents at issue were generated outside of 
the PSA’s process, the privilege would not apply and 
other principles of law would determine the disclosure 

of the materials.64 
 
Ultimately, state law protections for patient safety and 
quality improvement are dependent on a number of 
factors, including the extent of the projection granted 
by statute in a given state, the case law governing the 
application of the statutes, and the processes that 

medical providers establish to comply with these 
statutes.  The variation, inconsistency, and 
unpredictability of state law protections likely do not 
provide much comfort for medical providers balancing 
their desires for improved medical care and protection 
from liability.  Yet, passage of PSAs similar to the 
PSQIA is probably a step in the right direction. 
 

Conclusion 

 
The PSQIA offers more protection and clearer 
standards than the vast majority of its state 
counterparts.  Peer review statutes and the privileges, 
immunity, and confidentiality they provide vary from 
state to state.  Additionally, courts have shown an 
increased proclivity to find ways around such 

protections either by invoking exceptions or limiting 
the availability of the statutes.  While individual state 
PSAs are certainly a step in the right direction, the 
federal PSQIA is already in place and ready for 
utilization by medical providers.  Medical providers 
who have not done so already should look into joining 

a PSO for the privilege and confidentiality protections 
it offers.  Regardless, what the PSQIA and similar 
statutes clearly demonstrate, is that legislatures and 
Congress are coming around to the view that 
improvements in patient safety and the quality of 
medical care should not have to come at the cost of 
heightened exposure to liability or threats to the 

reputations of doctors and hospitals. 
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Introduction 
 
This summer’s U.S. Supreme Court decision1 upholding 
the major provisions of the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act (PPACA) and, more recently, the re-
election of President Barack Obama, taken together make 
it clear that health care reform is here to stay for the 
foreseeable future.  (Note: Current references to the 
federal law are generally abbreviated to ACA) Since the 

President’s signing of the legislation early in 2010, and 
even earlier, the health insurance industry has been 
moving apace to reshape its provider alignment and 
payment models. Thus we expect to see the emergence of 
commercial models along the lines of accountable care 
organizations (ACOs), essentially running on parallel 
tracks to the federally legislated ACOs applicable to 
government funded programs for Medicare and Medicaid. 
In short, a new world of provider alignment and payment 
is upon us, which creates profound implications for 
physicians and the entities that will bear the liability risk 
for physicians’ activities in the future. 

 
Impact of Provider/Physician Re-alignment on Liability 
Risk Financing 

 

Insuring (or otherwise financing) physician liability risk 

used to be a fairly straightforward proposition.  The 
majority of physicians were private practitioners, either in 
solo practice or with physician groups. Solo practitioners 
and small groups typically bought professional liability 
insurance from the ground up, bearing no risk 
themselves, while larger groups might venture into 
alternative risk financing via deductibles or self-insured 
retentions, or, for very large and well-funded groups, by 
participating in or creating captive insurance companies 
or risk retention groups.   
 

The individual physician’s relationship with a hospital was 
usually as an independent contractor granted privileges 
(legally, the concept of a “license”) to admit and treat the 
physician’s patients in that facility. The hospital was and 
is legally responsible for the conduct of its nurses and 
other employees, but, barring certain recognized legal 
exceptions, the hospital was not legally responsible for 
the conduct of independent physicians. Hospitals as a 
matter of prudence would and still do set minimum 
requirements for physicians to carry professional liability 
insurance as part of the hospital’s credentialing process, 
but the hospital did not purchase insurance or otherwise 

fund liability risk for physicians. 
 
Direct employment of physicians by hospitals or 
integrated health systems today is fairly common and is, 
in fact, a rapidly accelerating trend. This trend includes 
both the hiring of individual physicians – generally in 
areas of need for the hospital (hospitalists, for instance) – 
and the acquisition of medical group practices as part of a 
health system’s strategy to add sources of revenue and 
patient referrals within the integrated system.   
 

A significant majority of hospital systems expects to 
employ more physicians and to acquire medical groups 
over the next 12 months.  (See figure 1.)  Further, direct 
physician employment covers a range of specialties from 
primary care to surgical and other interventional 
specialties, e.g. cardiology.  (See figure 2.) 

 

 
FIGURE 1 

 
 

A wave of physician practice acquisitions by hospitals 15 

to 20 years ago proved financially disadvantageous for 

many hospitals.  By 1998 the Office of Inspector General 

(OIG) of HHS estimated that 62% of all for-profit and not-

for-profit hospitals owned physician practices2.  During 

this era, according to OIG, one of the major reasons 

hospitals purchased physician practices was to establish 

physician networks to compete with managed care 

products offered by insurance companies3.  Unfortunately, 

many hospitals proved not adept at fairly valuing 

physician practices and significantly overpaid for these 

acquisitions. At the same time, physicians who were used 

to practicing independently did not, in many instances, 

adjust to working within a hospital or health system’s 

more regimented structure and productivity substantially 

eroded. The acquisition trend was reversed to a large 

degree early in this decade, and many previously acquired 

practices were divested. 

 

 
FIGURE 2 

 

PHYSICIAN LIABILITY RISK FINANCING  

IN THE POST-HEALTH CARE REFORM WORLD 
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The difference now is that the ACA is designed to, among 

other features, promote collaboration among networks of 

providers with respect to the transformation of payment 

models and care delivery. The years between 2011 and 

2015 are particularly important within the transformation 

timeline, as illustrated by The Commonwealth Fund4.   

 

Thus, interest in health system physician employment 

and acquisition of physician practices has been rekindled.  

Notably, with the advent of accountable care 

organizations under the ACA, physicians will be 

employed and engage in a variety of collaborations not 

previously contemplated. Physicians may contract with 

ACOs as providers, they may be employed by health 

systems establishing ACOs, or they may themselves be 

engaged in the creation of and directly employed by 

ACOs or other entities. We have recently observed 

medical services organizations (MSOs) being formed with 

private capital to contract with physician practices to 

provide an array of practice management services, such 

as staffing, billing, credentialing and contracting with 

payers.  In some instances the end game of the business 

model is for the MSO entity to create or evolve into an 

ACO itself. 

 

What do we make of physician liability in the post-reform 
world? 
 
Expanding Theories of Liability Create Additional Risk 
 
The situation with respect to the liability for the acts of 
physicians is fluid and volatile within the process of 
transformation.  ACOs, for instance, under the ACA, are 
distinct legal entities.  The legal responsibility that ACOs 

and other entities contracting with or employing 
physicians bear for the acts of physicians will likely 
evolve over time.  Insuring (or financing risk via 
alternative vehicles) physician liability is bound to be 
more challenging in this environment.  Legal theories of 
vicarious liability, such as ostensible agency and 
respondeat superior are likely to be tested and evolve 
over time.   
 
Various state tort claim limitations, such as caps on non-
economic damages, will be challenged as to their 
applicability to various entities that effectively control 

physicians, where these entities themselves do not fall 
within the definition of “health care provider.”  For its 
part, the most the federal government has offered to 
date to help clarify this muddy water and set some 
parameters around tort liability is a study project, the 
details of which are yet to be developed.    
 
The legacy liability represented by claim “tails” for 
professional liability claims arising from prior acts of 
acquired physician groups is a significant risk financing 
consideration and an important area of negotiation for 

both acquiring entities and physician practices seeking to 
be acquired. Questions must be addressed, such as: 
Whose responsibility is it to provide tail coverage? How 
will the cost be determined?  Who will pay for the 
coverage? Are there tax implications to any proposed 
solution? Further, entity liability with respect to activities 
such as credentialing, peer review, managed care 
contracting, coding and billing, etc. must be evaluated 
anew as the transformation process unfolds. 

Also, pre-loss, clinical risk management is an important 

component of the overall equation. Financial success 

under any ACO model, whether of the federally legislated 

variety or as a “virtual” ACO contracting with commercial 

payers, will be increasingly quality driven as time goes 

by. The development of protocols relating to reducing 

physician risk and improving patient safety, and the cost 

of implementing and maintaining quality-focused 

programs are key considerations impacting liability. 

 
The Role of Insurance 
 

Traditional physician liability insurers, hospital/health 

system liability insurers and managed care organization 

liability insurers, as well as reinsurers are all working to 

understand the evolving physician liability landscape.  

How will insurers address not only the direct liability of 

physicians as health care providers but also the liabilities 

arising from an array of contractual requirements that are 

likely to be complex? For example, liability insurers have 

taken varying positions with respect to exclusions relating 

to contractual liability, medical director liability, and 

credentialing/peer review and other committee service 

liability.     

 

A range of proposed commercial market solutions will 

emerge, but any sort of one-size-fits-all set of solutions 

will likely prove unsatisfactory. Alternative risk financing 

structures, such as self-funded trusts, single parent 

captives, risk retention groups and segregated portfolio 

companies come with their individual sets of perceived 

advantages and challenges.  The uncertain liability issues 

in the post-reform era may transcend the liability 

concerns addressed by previous approaches to physician 

channeling programs utilized by health systems seeking 

to finance physician risks in the past.   
 
Further, with respect to alternative risk financing 

structures, such as captives, in most instances risks that 
a captive seeks to underwrite will still have to be 
reinsured at some level, meaning that the attendant 
risks will have to be understood and deemed acceptable 
to commercial reinsurers.  Obviously, health systems 
and other entities financially positioned to retain 
substantial levels of risk will have more leverage in 
negotiating risk transfer solutions.  But start-up entities 
of various natures may not be well enough capitalized at 
the outset to effectively employ alternative risk 
financing strategies. 
 

A thorough understanding and clear articulation of any 

proposed physician alignment business model will be 

necessary for a health care entity to assess its risk and 

develop optimum risk financing solutions.  We think it is 

important for this understanding to be developed as part 

of the planning process for any particular entity, with the 

organization’s risk management team fully engaged. 
 
Conclusion 
 

Physician alignment models are in a significant state of 

transition, largely as a result of health care delivery 

transformation under both the ACA and commercial payer 

restructuring.  A prudent director of risk management or 

chief risk officer will recognize that organizational risk relating  
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to relationships with physicians is likely to be increased.  
The increased risk arising from physician liability has a 
material influence on the cost of risk financing, whether 

with commercial liability insurers or in a self-funded risk 
financing vehicle, such as a captive insurance company. 
Whether serving on behalf of a hospital or health system 
employing (or contemplating employing) physicians, a 
medical practice group, or, potentially, an ACO, financial 
risk managers are well advised to thoughtfully evaluate: 
 
� The terms of any contracts speaking to 
indemnification, hold harmless and requirements to 
maintain insurance for physician liability 

� The physician’s legal status within the contemplated 
delivery model, whether direct employment, 

contracted service provider, equity participant, or 
other 

� The impact of increased physician risk on the cost 
of primary and excess liability insurance and 
reinsurance 

� Legacy claim exposure arising from a physician or 
practice group’s prior acts 

� Increased demands on internal clinical risk and 
claim management staff 

 
In short, a thorough risk assessment around the liability 
issues associated with physicians in any particular 

integration model will make for informed decision 
making as to the preferred risk financing alternative. 
 
The author gratefully acknowledges contributions 
derived from presentations made by Willis colleagues 
Deana Allen, Maryann McGivney, Brad Norrick and Sean 
Rider. 
     

1  National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebellius, 132 S. Ct. 

2566.  The case was heard together with Florida v. Department of Health 

and Human Services. 
2 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.  OIG, Hospital 

Ownership of Physician Practices. http://oig.hhs.gov/oei/reports-and-

publications/oei-05-98-00110; 9/99pdf. 
3 Ibid. 
4 How Payment Reforms Can Help Achieve a High Performance Health 

System, K. Davis, The Commonwealth Fund, presentation to Second 

National ACO Congress, 11/1/2011. 
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FALL CONFERENCE SUMMARY 

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6, 2012  

MOUNT SINAI SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 

 

The educational committee developed an excellent 
and informative program for the half-day conference 
attended by over 86 members at the Mount Sinai 
school of Medicine. The new Goldwurm Auditorium 
of the Icahn Medical Institute provided a comfortable 
venue for the event. 
 
After registration and breakfast, attendees heard 
remarks from AHRMNY President Alvin Safran. 
 
Physician Hospital Integration Models and Issues was 
the first lecture given by Margaret J. Davino, Esq. of 
the Kaufman, Borgeest and Ryan law firm. This 
lecture highlighted the trends in physicians becoming 
full time physicians in hospital systems. An excellent 
overview of the models that exist and the legal and 
regulatory considerations and risks that must be 
considered as 70% of doctors have business 
relationships with hospitals.  
 
Following a break where attendees were able to network, 
a Medicare Reporting Update was presented by Tim 
Over and Michael R. Merlino, Esq. from Sedgwick. A 
review of the Medicare reporting with the new 
thresholds was reviewed. The Medicare lien timelines 
and issues were highlighted. Several case examples 
highlighted the new rules and ample time for 
questions and answers completed and informative session. 
 
Gabriel Mignella, Esq. from PRI reviewed the Changes 
in New York State Excess Insurance Program (Section 
18). A robust question and answer period highlighted 
the new issues with the program. Limitations and 
changes in the excess program that began July, 2012 
with limitations of the number of physicians/dentists 
allowed to be part of the program. 
 
Implications to hospital systems with physician 
employment agreements and changes in the excess 
program were discussed. 
 
The educational program was well received by the 
attendees with excellent speakers highlighting new 
information concerning issues in risk management. 
Gifts of AHRMNY mugs and laptop sleeves were 
distributed. 
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MOVING FORWARD IN A POST-ACA HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT 

 

The following commentary represents the views of Steven 

Safyer, M.D., President and CEO of Montefiore Medical 

Center.  The views expressed are not necessarily those of the 

AHRMNY Board or Publications Committee. 

As a nation, we have always been innovators. 

Nowhere is this more apparent than in medicine. 

Today, there are extraordinary treatments, drugs, 

technologies and cures at our fingertips. But as 

medical science evolved, the design of our health care 

system lagged behind, creating a situation where 

quality and outcomes suffered as costs soared. For 

many years, we accepted mediocrity from the 

American health care system, to the detriment of 

patients and families.  

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA), 

and the Supreme Court decision to uphold major 

parts of the law, is bringing about system change for 

the better. With the re-election of President Barack 

Obama, the ACA is now the law of the land and will be 

for the foreseeable future.  

The ACA has already delivered in a major way with 

1.3 million more people, mostly young adults, insured 

than a year ago. New payment mechanisms that 

reward outcomes, funds to support quality and cost-

effectiveness, and an innovation center that fosters 

the adoption of system change, are all parts of the 

ACA.  Health reform is changing how many people 

obtain insurance coverage and laying the groundwork 

for how health care works, rather than doesn’t work, 

to meet the needs of patients and communities. While 

tort reform was left out of the ACA, there are ways in 

which the ACA works to mitigate liability risk for 

providers and the healthcare system, most of which 

are focused on improving coordination of care, 

ensuring access to primary care, and improving 

quality.  

At Montefiore, we embraced the opportunity to 

become one of first Pioneer Accountable Care 

Organizations (ACO) in the country. In spite of the 

criticisms from naysayers who are afraid of the 

financial risk, we are proud of our government’s 

investment in innovation, especially innovation that 

works.  We have worked for over two decades to 

manage the risk of our patients with the establishment 

of the Montefiore Care Management Company (CMO).  

Becoming a Pioneer ACO was a natural decision for us, 

we were doing it already, and it was a way to support 

system-wide change beyond our walls.  

 

The new healthcare paradigm, managing lives of 

patients over a continuum instead of episodic care 

without coordination, will force providers to 

coordinate care and communicate within 

multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary teams which will 

in turn improve care and care transitions - from acute 

care settings to sub-acute and home care- and the 

quality of the care provided. This, along with 

investments in meaningful use of health information 

technology, closes the circle on a patient’s care 

experience of care and will ensure better outcomes as 

well as experience. 

We acknowledge that risk is present not only in 

operating and patient rooms but also in fragmented 

care – from repeat visits to the emergency rooms to 

leaving the hospital without a clear understanding of 

medication or follow-up appointments. It also means 

considering patient’s care before they arrive at the 

hospital, by strengthening patient-centered medical 

homes and linking acute and primary care to provide 

truly integrated health care. Becoming accountable to 

quality and cost means integrating care, providing 

more of the right, supportive services and fewer 

ineffective interventions. It means improving the 

patient’s experience of care and having all providers 

focused on the measurement of the patient’s experience 

to be translated into something actionable for them.  

To this end, we have invested in our ambulatory care 

network and information Technology.  Montefiore has 

25 community-based ambulatory care centers 

throughout the Bronx and lower Westchester, almost 

all of which are patient-centered medical homes 

where care is organized around the patient in a team-

based approach. Along with 19 school based health 

centers, mobile vans and scores of specialty 

practices, we are in 141 places in the communities we 

serve. Our information technology links these sites. 

Effective communication means fewer unnecessary 

medical tests, procedures and hospitalizations, an 

improved overall patient experience and lower costs.   

While many reform efforts were in place before the 

passage of ACA and the Supreme Court’s decision, 

the health care system as a whole can now move 

forward knowing that reforms put in place will be 

measured, tested, expanded or scaled back 

depending on the impact on patient outcomes, care 

quality and cost effectiveness.  The ACA was 

landmark legislation, and an important step on a long 

but rewarding road to a health care system with 

greater value, better outcomes and experience. 
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R i s k y  B u s i n e s s  

 

“When Common Sense is Uncommon” 

   By: Pamela Monastero, MBA 

COMMON SENSE TIPS FOR STAFF: 
 

This quarter’s column looks at planned hospital evacuations vs. decisions to shelter in place.  In the Fall 2011 

edition of The Risk Management Quarterly, the Risky Business column explored the aftermath of Hurricane Irene 

and the effects on a local hospital.  At that time, many of the local nursing homes dotting the shorefront of Coney 

Island, Sheepshead Bay and the Rockaways were evacuated pre-emptively, as was my facility, Coney Island 

Hospital.  This year, when the East Coast was battered by Hurricane Sandy, some healthcare facilities were 

evacuated and others sheltered in place.  In New York City, Bellevue Hospital, New York University Medical Center 

(NYUMC), Manhattan V.A.  and Coney Island Hospital suffered flood and power-related damages during the storm 

and were evacuated after sheltering in place.  For the purposes of this column, we have not yet had an opportunity 

to speak with the risk managers at Bellevue and NYUMC. 
 

Having experienced a planned evacuation and an emergency evacuation after sheltering in place, it is important to 

compare and contrast both strategies.  Planned evacuations obviously tend to be better organized and more 

coordinated than emergency evacuations.   There are lessons to be learned in either case.  Harkening back to 

Hurricane Irene, we explored in detail the advance emergency preparedness planning and lessons learned from the 

planned evacuation as well as the post-evacuation ‘repatriation’ of patients (refer to AHRMNY.com, members area 

for a reprint of the Fall 2011 Journal).  In order to successfully shelter in place, advance emergency preparedness 

planning must be even more diligent because ‘everything that can go wrong will go wrong.’  The following are risk 

management recommendations for emergency preparedness planning for those who decide to shelter in place: 
     

Advance Planning: 

1. An alternate incident command center should be established with an independent back-up power supply.  Our 

incident command center was flooded and had to be relocated. 

2. Communication redundancies are essential—cell phones and land lines will likely not work.  CB radios, walkie 
talkies or other short wave/long wave radios may be necessary for internal and external communication.  
Communication modalities should be examined:  use of phones that rely on the internet vs. standard phone 
lines, use of scanners vs. facsimile machines, etc. 

3. There are never enough flashlights, batteries and lanterns to go around.  Keeping a stockpile of these is 

recommended.  Headset lights (like those used by miners, surgeons and hunters) are recommended to keep 
hands free! 

4. Transferring critical care, neonatal, vented and dialysis patients in advance of any event is recommended in 
anticipation of power loss.   

5. In the event that patients do require transfers to other facilities, essential patient information should be copied 
from medical records in advance.  For those facilities utilizing electronic medical records (EMRs), hard copy 
printouts of essential patient information (e.g. history/physical, diagnosis, treatment regimen, current 

medication, diet, etc.) should be made well in advance of any expected storm or other event. 
 

6. Generate a list of outpatients and their contact numbers.  Also try to print up any new test results (e.g. labs, x-
rays, other diagnostic tests) that have not yet been communicated to patients.   

7. The most current census should be prepared with multiple copies immediately prior to the event/storm and it 

should be loaded onto a laptop (see #7 below).  This should be distributed to key personnel in anticipation of 

power loss and emergency evacuation.  It is essential to reconcile the census with the evacuation list.   

Although we were technically on ‘diversion’ patients continued to walk into the ED and others were brought in 

by ambulance.  It was difficult to maintain an accurate census given this activity.     

8. Fully charged laptops should be preloaded with essential information (e.g. current census, Human Resources 
information, staff home addresses/contact numbers, essential contacts, etc.) and distributed to key personnel 
in advance. 
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9. Staff responsible for emergency privileging should make advance preparations in the event that staff are 
relocated to receiving facilities.   

10. The preparation and use of emergency preparedness checklists is strongly recommended so that no issues are 
overlooked. 

11. Alternate arrangements should be made in advance with other facilities or outside vendors that can respond if 
the hospital loses essential services such as power, e.g. pharmacy, radiology, laboratory, food services, etc. 

12. Staff training and drills on emergency preparedness should be done in the spring and over the summer in 

anticipation of hurricane and Nor’easter season.  All staff should be aware of their roles, obligations, where 

they should respond and what is expected in advance of an event. 

13. Out-of-state ambulances and other first responders are not familiar with New York.  Pre-printed addresses and 

driving directions for receiving facilities are essential to hand out to ambulances transporting patients.  

14. Deploying staff to other facilities presents another host of challenges.  Up-to-date lists of employees, contact 

information and sorted by department/service are essential to an effective deployment of staff to outside 

facilities (refer to #7 above).  

15. Recognizing that some staff reside close to their facilities or in hospital housing, advance planning to identify 

these staff members is recommended.  These staff will require additional preparation for their own needs 

because they will be doubly impacted by disaster, including possibly being displaced from both home and the 

workplace.  For staff who reside in hospital housing that is not supported by back-up generator power, 

alternative living and transportation arrangements should be made in advance of any disaster.  

 

During the evacuation: 

1. Having “all hands on deck” may not be the wisest approach.  If all leadership and staff respond to coordinate 

an emergency evacuation in a given timeframe, there is chaos and, more importantly, there is no relief for 

exhausted staff.  Advance consideration and planning should be given to having key leadership and staff on 

‘shift’ rotations and staff should have advance notice of when their shift is.   

2. Consider assigning a single individual as a mini ‘incident commander’ in each area where patients are 

physically being evacuated from.   This is the ‘go to’ person for staff involved in the evacuation, for emergency 

first responders and ambulances and this is the person who ultimately compiles the evacuation list for their 

evacuation ‘zone.’   

3. Communities panic in emergency situations and maintaining order in the hospital can become quite 

challenging.  This is especially true in emergency evacuations where family members swarm the facility to find 

out where their loved ones will be transferred.  It is imperative that only essential staff be located in the 

immediate areas where patients are being evacuated from (e.g. hospital lobbies).  Additional security may 

need to be deployed to direct traffic and assist community members who are seeking shelter or information 

unrelated to the evacuation of the facility.  Consider setting up a manned information desk in one of the public 

areas.   

4. Staff should be assigned to man the incident command center 24/7.  The contact information for the incident 

command center should be posted visibly in the public lobbies of the facility and on the facility’s website.   

5. Areas of your facility that are without power need to be secured by security to ensure safety for remaining 

staff.  Superfluous entrances/exits need to be closed to ensure limited entry/egress. 
 

After the evacuation: 

1. As stated above, consider manning the incident command center 24/7 for a period of time. 

2. As stated above, securing the physical premises for staff safety is essential. 

3. Because hospitals have back-up generators, they tend to become a mecca for neighborhood residents who 

have been devastated by floodwaters, power loss and lack of essential resources.  Advance planning is 

essential to assist community members streaming into the facility seeking assistance (e.g. many neighborhood 

residents wanted to use hospital electric outlets to charge cell phones (even though we did not have cell 

service for several days).  Again, an information desk and a strong security presence are recommended. 

4. If your facility has been flooded, be prepared to deal with displaced staff, decontamination, extensive 

renovation and a slow return of utilities including power, computers, wireless communication and land lines. 
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 5. If your telephone service has been affected, patients calling in will be listening to pre-recorded messages and 

will be unaware of current conditions at the facility.  If updated telephone recordings cannot be accomplished, be 

prepared to contact out-patients to let them know the status of services provided (during the current 

hurricane, some of the affected hospitals were able to resume out-patient services first, some have also set 

up urgent care centers as they cannot re-open emergency departments without full hospital operations being 

on line).  If you created lists of patients with contact numbers and pending test results in advance, this will 

make the process easier.  As risk managers, it is important to in-service staff involved in patient contact to 

document all discussions about appointments and pending tests/results. 

 

Another interesting issue that directly impacts the risk manager involves requests for records and responses to 

subpoenas for staff, requests for E.B.T.s, etc.  If your facility has hard copy patient charts, these may have been 

damaged by flooding or are otherwise inaccessible due to power loss.  The same is true for electronic medical 

records—if there is prolonged power loss, it may be difficult to access and reproduce chart copies.  The risk 

manager may need to engage the assistance of counsel to assist in responding to these myriad requests (and the 

accompanying flaring tempers). 
 

In closing, advance planning and organization and the leadership of the incident command staff are the most 

essential elements in safe and effective evacuations—good leaders are needed if others are to follow!   One thing is 

certain—these two huge storms are only the beginning and we must learn from these experiences to be better 

prepared to weather the next one (no pun intended!).  As I write this column, I am certain that I speak for the 

other evacuated facilities in stating that we look forward to providing in-patient services and a return to full 

operations for the communities that we serve.  
 
Resources: 

The Risk Management Quarterly Fall 2011, ahrmny.com, members area 

“Eye of the Storm:  Impact of the 2004 Hurricane Season on Florida Hospitals,” Florida Hospital Association, 

www.fha.org 

“Florida Hospital Endures Trial by Hurricane Again,” 12/1/05, Hospital Access Management 

“Hospital Emergency Evacuation Toolkit,” Florida Department of Health, May 2011 

“Hospital Evacuation Protocol,” Draft March 2006, New York Centers for Terrorism Preparedness and Planning 

Evacuation and Sheltering Issues, Greater New York Hospital Association, www.GNYHA.org 

New York City Office of Emergency Management, www.nyc.gov/html/oem/hazards/storms.shtml 

United States Government Accountability Office, GAO-06-443R, Evacuation of Hospitals and Nursing Homes 

FEMA Evacuation Plans, www.fema.gov/plan/prepare/evacuation.shtm 

“Hospital Assessment and Recovery Guide,” AHRQ Publication No. 10-0081, May 2010, www.ahrq.gov 

“Hospital Evacuation Decision Guide,” AHRQ Publication No. 10-0009, May 2010 

“Hospital Incident Command Systems Guidebook”* August 2006, www.emsa.ca.gov/HICS/files/Guidebook_Glossary.pdf 

 
 

Dear Risk Manager: This column, which will appear regularly in AHRMNY Journal, is designed to 

support both the novice and seasoned risk manager by presenting brief pearls of wisdom based on the 

experiences of our colleagues.  This column is based on the contributions of our constituent members, 
to whom we are grateful for sharing their experiences.  We continue to encourage our members to 

submit their experiences anonymously for inclusion in this column.  Please e-mail any suggestions to 

pamela.monastero@nychhc.org or mail to AHRMNY utilizing the RISKY BUSINESS form which can be 
found on our website at http://www.ahrmny.com/downloads/FORM_Risky_Business_Form_7_2009.pdf. 
The form permits confidentiality. 

 

 

SHARE YOUR LESSONS LEARNED 
 
 

Super Storm Sandy took a devastating toll on the healthcare infrastructure in the region.  Please share some of 
your lessons learned with your colleagues. We would also like to hear about healthcare providers who overcame 

the challenges and performed like heroes. We will share your submissions with the readership in our upcoming 
issues. 
 
Submit your experiences to the AHRMNY Publications Committee ahrm@optimum.net. 
 



 

 

 

 

By Dylan C. Braverman and Meaghan A. Dolce 

 

With the presidential election over, and the dawn of a 2013 
beckoning, America is ready to put down politics and turn its 
weary eyes to more enjoyable topics. Unfortunately, medical 
professionals are not afforded the same luxury. Just the 

opposite, as always, the medical profession is subject to 
ever increasing political scrutiny and legislation. It is not a 
surprise that medical innovation is at the cross-hairs of the 
present budget crunch, and effected by the recent sweeping 
healthcare legislative overhaul. 
 
So, let us put on our most comfortable walking shoes, and 
take a stroll down memory lane to March 2010. The most 
popular song in America was a country hit called “Need You 
Now” by Lady Antebellum. American Idol was the #1 rated 
television show, and ironically “Hot Tub Time Machine” was 
the number one movie. But, more importantly, everyone 
was talking about the passage of sweeping healthcare 
reform that is better known as Obamacare. The prime 
arguments exploded around the need to (1) revamp a 
healthcare delivery system that constituted a 
disproportionate percentage of the gross national product, 
(2) remedy the fact that too many Americans were 
uninsured, and (3) balance those concerns with the need to 
minimalize public debt and ensure top healthcare. 
 
Many of the provisions and effects of this sweeping 
legislation are first coming to fruition years later. One can 
forgive hospitals for feeling like they are in a time warp. The 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (hereinafter the 
“ACA”) has changed the landscape of healthcare.  This 
legislation effectively extends coverage to 33 million 
previously uninsured Americans. The implications to 
hospitals and Risk Managers are extensive and varied.   
 
As a means of offsetting costs, in light of concerns over the 
deficit, Congress levied several taxes, including a medical 
device tax.  This tax has been highly criticized as being a 
threat to innovation and a source of potential job loss.  
Importantly, whether or not this tax should be repealed has 
been at the forefront of the political agenda as recently as 
December 10, 2012 where several senators urged a delay in 
implementation.   
 
I The Medical Device Excise Tax 

 
Prior to the enactment of the ACA, the state of health care 
was a pervasive national problem, which cost the nation over 

$43 billion dollars each year in cost shifting.  As part of the 
comprehensive scheme, Congress enacted an excise tax on 
medical devices as one of many ways in which to offset the 
cost of adding 33 million insured individuals to the health 
care system.  This tax is codified at section 4191 of the 
Internal Revenue Code, and becomes effective after 
December 31, 2012.  Stated succinctly, this section imposes 
an excise tax on the sale of certain medical devices by the 
manufacturer or importer of the device.  A taxable medical 
device means any device with the Food and Drug 
Administration pursuant to section 510(j) of the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and 21 CFR § 807.1  

 
The manufacturer or importer of a medical device is 
responsible for paying the tax.  The Internal Revenue Code 
defines a manufacturer as “the person who produces a taxable  

medical device from scrap, salvage or junk material, or from 
new or raw material, by processing, manipulating or 
changing the form of a device or by combining or 
assembling two or more devices.”2 An importer is defined as 

“the person who brings the device into the United States . . .  
for sale or use in the United States.”3  This tax will generate 
$20 billion over ten years to help offset some of the 
expenses created by healthcare reform.   
 
II Those in Favor of the Medical Device Tax 
 

Proponents of the excise tax argue that the tax is necessary 

assist in financing the ACA’s broad expansion of coverage, 

by raising $20 billion in revenue by 2019.  They urge that 

the tax will not prohibit innovation or result in job loss to the 

American people.  A study conducted by AdvaMed4 states 

that the tax will lead to a loss of 43,000 jobs in the United 

States.5  However, proponents of the tax rely on an analysis 

by Bloomberg Government, which argues that this study 

was not credible.  Specifically, the analysis states that the 

study relied on inaccurate assumptions and ignored the 

positive effect of the demand created by the health care 

reform.  For instance, the study assumed that the excise tax 

would create an incentive to shift operations abroad, 

resulting in significant job loss.  However, proponents of the 

tax argue that since the tax applies both to manufactured 

and imported goods, it will not incentivize a shift in 

employment abroad.6  In addition, they seem to argue that 

the medical-device industry is in a “rut,” and that any mass 

lay-offs would not be a result of the tax, but rather of the 

state of the market.7   
 
Another such assumption is that of elastic demand; namely, 
that manufacturers will shift the cost of the tax to 
consumers, which would lead to a decrease in sales.8  
However, proponents argue that health-related spending is 
inelastic, stating that “[a] 2006 review of the economic 
literature by Mathematical Policy Research found an average 
elasticity of 0.2, meaning a 2 percent drop in demand for 

every 10 percent increase in price.”9   
 
In addition, the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities goes 
so far as to state that the legislation, as a whole, may 
benefit the medical device industry.10  Specifically, by 
extending coverage to thirty-three million Americans, the 
demand for medical devices will, they argue, increase.11  In 
addition, they state that innovation will be minimally 
effected.12  The Center relied on PricewaterhouseCoopers’ 
five pillars of technology innovation to demonstrate that the 
tax rate is just one of many factors effecting financial 
incentives.13 
 
III The Opposition to the Tax 
 

Opponents of the tax argue that the medical-device industry 

is crucial to the domestic economy, the global market, and 

to the continuing advancement of saving and life-sustaining 

technology. This industry employs more than 400,000 

American workers directly and another two million indirectly 

through supply and distribution.14  In addition, the United 

States is a global leader in medical-device production and 

sales, earning $5.4 billion more in exports than imports.15   
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Opponents of the excise tax argue that the 2.3 percent tax 
on medical devices will halt innovation and medical 
advancements in the United States and will result in 
devastating job loss.   
  
Opponents argue that since this is a tax on the sale of 
devices, rather than the profits, it will disproportionately 
affect mid-sized companies and start-ups, who generally do 
not turn a profit in the beginning stages of operation.  Many 
companies have already reacted negatively, attempting to 
prepare for the new tax burden.  For instance, Stryker16 and 
Zimmer Holdings17, have already announced lay-offs in 
anticipation of the tax.  In addition, in September, Welch 
Allyn, maker of stethoscopes and blood pressure cuffs, 
announced that it was laying off 10% of the workforce over 
the course of three years to prepare the company to address 
the onerous medical device excise tax.18  Notably, there is 
no exemption for smaller companies, such as ConMed,19 
Symmetry Medical,20 and Sinosite,21  who have narrow profit 
margins to begin with.  This excise tax could effectively 
result in negative profits for small companies and start-ups.  
It follows that this excise tax will have the practical effect of 
stifling innovation and eliminating jobs, all of which will 
weaken the position of the United States as a leader in 
medical device innovation.    

 
Proponents attempt to circumvent this argument, stating 
that because the ACA is adding thirty-three billion 
individuals to the insurance pool, there will be a greater 
demand for medical devices.  As a result, they argue that 
any costs incurred by the excise tax will be balanced by 

increased overall revenues. However, they seem to fail to 
take into account the fact that the expansion of health care 
recipients is in large part young people, who are not the 
individuals using medical devices.22  Additionally, the 
majority of medical-device consumers are already covered 
under Medicare, Medicaid and private insurance.23  
Therefore, “there will be little or no increase in sales volume 
to offset the added cost of $40 billion—according to the 
Congressional Budget Office—to the industry.”24   
 
What does this mean for individual companies?  For an 
average company, according to the Wall Street Journal, a 
2.3 percent tax on sales is approximately a 15 percent tax 
on profits.  When this is combined with a 35 percent federal 
corporate tax as well state corporate taxes, the tax rate will 
exceed 50% in most jurisdictions.25  This will be particularly 
devastating for small companies who rarely turn a profit in 
the first year.  

 
IV Recent Events in the News 
 
On Wednesday, December 5, 2012 the IRS released its final 
rule implementing the tax and confirming that prosthetic 
and orthopedic devices qualify as part of the “retail 
exemption.”26  However, as recently as Monday, December 
10th, a group of seventeen democratic U.S. senators and 
Senators-elect signed a letter urging Senate Majority 
Leader, Harry Reid, to delay the implementation of the tax.  
In their plea to delay the tax they wrote, 
 

“[t]he medical technology industry directly employs 
over 400,000 people in the United States and is 
responsible for a total of two million high-skilled 
manufacturing jobs.  Additionally this industry is also 
one of the few that enjoys a net trade surplus, 
significantly boosting U.S. exports around the globe.  
In an environment focused on increasing exports. 
Promoting small businesses, and growing high-tech 
manufacturing jobs for the future, we must do all we 
can to ensure that our country maintains its global 
leadership position in the medical technology industry 
and keeps good jobs here at home.”27   

 

They urged that there is not enough guidance regarding how 
to comply with the tax, and that there is significant 
uncertainty and confusion amongst businesses.  These 
senators fear that this ambiguous law, which has few 
guidelines for implementation, will disrupt an already 
unstable job market and economy.   

 
V Conclusion 

 

As hospital Risk Managers, innovation is obviously desired. 
However, as healthcare providers, ensuring that good and 
acceptable healthcare is available to all Americans is even 
more desirable.  
 
Perhaps, we are not exactly returning to the healthcare 
debates of 2010. But, the major arguments continue play out, 
and will no doubt shape our industry as the future unfolds. 

      
1 However, there are specific statutory exemptions for eye glasses, contact lenses, hearing aids, 
and those devices that are “of a type generally purchased by the general public at retail for 
individual use” (colloquially referred to as the retail exemption); see, 
https://www.primaryimmune.org/advocacy_center/pdfs/health_care_reform/Medical%20Device%
20Excise%20Tax.pdf 
2 Id.   
3 Id.   
4 http://www.advamed.org/NR/rdonlyres/27ADDF3E-292D-4DFC-B4ED-
B01E93E6D5AD/0/090711EmploymentEffectofTaxonMedicalDeviceIndustryFINAL.pdf (finding 
that “the tax could reduce employment in the industry by cutting back on the demand for medical 
devices and by encouraging American firms to shift production overseas) 
5 http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-03-22/how-much-will-the-medical-device-tax-hurt 
6 Id; see also 
https://www.primaryimmune.org/advocacy_center/pdfs/health_care_reform/Medical%20Device%
20Excise%20Tax 
7  Id. (citing to Stryker as an example where the company announced a 5% lay-off not only 
because of the excise tax, but also because of restructuring activities.) 
1https://www.primaryimmune.org/advocacy_center/pdfs/health_care_reform/Medical%20Device
%20Excise%20Tax 
8 http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-03-22/how-much-will-the-medical-device-tax-hurt 
9  Id.  
10 Id.  
11 Id.  
12 Id.  
13 http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444620104578012281306687070.html 
14 http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444620104578012281306687070.html 
15 http://www.mlive.com/business/west-
michigan/index.ssf/2012/11/stryker_corp_to_complete_layof.html 
16 http://www.massdevice.com/news/zimmer-axes-jobs-cut-costs-ahead-med-tech-tax-personnel-
moves 
17 http://online.wsj.com/article/SB100008723963904446201045780122813066 87070.html; see 
also, http://www.qmed.com/news/welch-allyn-initiates-global-restructuring-including-layoffs 
18 http://www.conmed.com/ 
19 http://www.symmetrymedical.com/ 
20 http://www.sonosite.com/ 
21 http://online.wsj.com/article/SB100008723963904446201045780122813 06687070.html 
23 Id.   
24 Id.   
25 Id.   
26 IRS Guidelines, Notice 2012-77 
27 http://hometownsource.com/2012/12/10/klobuchar-hagan-urge-delay-in-implementation-of-
medical-device-tax/ 
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Imagine for a moment that you are employed by a 

nursing home in New York State as either an aide or 

nurse.  During your career, you have not had a 

complaint directed against you, been the subject of a 

disciplinary proceeding or been suspended.  Although 

health care, and more specifically skilled nursing 

facilities, are heavily regulated at the State and 

Federal level, you have never run afoul of the various 

standards relating to your profession.   Your focus has 

been and remains providing quality care to your 

patients. Would it alarm you to know that simply by 

virtue of the fact that you are employed in a nursing 

home your personnel records can be disclosed to 

individuals other than your employer and that such 

can be utilized in a legal proceeding in which you 

have not been named as a party?  This unfortunate 

state of affairs is all too real and largely the 

consequence of a decision entitled Simmons v. 

Northern Manhattan Nursing Home, Inc.   
 

Before discussing the facts of Simmons and its 

implications for the long term care profession, 

employees of nursing homes, including the 

Administrators, Risk Managers and all members of the 

nursing staff must understand why personnel records 

are typically sought by plaintiff’s attorneys.  It is 

axiomatic that compiling information on staff 

members is an essential function for long-term care 

employers since personnel files aid in compiling and 

documenting evaluations of staff, provides assistance 

in measuring performance improvement goals, and 

serves as an operational tool to ensure that all 

relevant policies and procedures have been properly 

maintained and explained to each employee.  

Plaintiffs’ attorneys, however, may have other 

motivations.  Specifically, plaintiffs’ attorneys often 

seek the disclosure of personnel files to advance 

claims that members of the nursing staff were not 

competent to provide the cares assigned.  They also 

seek personnel records to allege that the resident 

may have suffered cumulative neglect and seek to 

determine patterns of employee in-servicing, 

disciplinary actions and protests of assignment.  

Hence, personnel records are sought to suggest that 

the facility hired and subsequently maintained poorly 

trained, unqualified employees or otherwise allowed 

staff with questionable work performance histories to 

care for residents. 
 

The statute governing the maintenance of personnel 

records can be found in Title 10 of the New York Code 

Rules and Regulations (NYCRR), which is essentially a 

code of minimum operating standards for long-term care  

facilities set forth by the Department of Health. 

Subsection 415.30 requires nursing homes to 

maintain “general records” and section 415.30(g) 

mandates that nursing homes keep personnel records 

for each employee, including the Administrator.  The  

personnel records are to include all available pre-

employment information, orientation and full in-

service record.  But, typically, employers maintain 

additional information within the personnel records, 

most notably performance evaluations or 

documentation concerning isolated work-related 

events, which may or may not prove substantiated.   

 

Pursuant to NYCRR § 415.30, nursing homes shall 

maintain information necessary to permit the 

production of records “immediately upon request”.  

What is not plainly specified in the statute, however, 

is guidance as to who may have access to such 

records upon request.  When one reviews NYCRR § 

415.1, entitled “Basis and Scope” it is clearly 

delineated that the requirements set forth in the 

statute focus upon facility operation, performance and 

outcomes.  The statute also expressly states that the 

code of minimum operating standards was written so 

that the “regulator” can recognize the infinite 

diversity of the nursing home population. Accordingly, 

one can extrapolate from the statutory language that, 

plaintiff’s attorneys, who have no role in the oversight 

of nursing home operations, performance and 

outcomes, and are certainly not “regulators”, and 

therefore not the intended beneficiaries of the 

disclosure scheme set forth in the NYCRR. Certainly, 

no portion of the statute expressly authorizes 

personnel records to be used in civil litigation alleging 

negligence or deprivation of a resident’s rights. 

 

The above, however, need to be contrasted with the 

statute in New York which governs the scope of 

disclosure in civil actions, CPLR § 3101(a), which 

promotes full disclosure of all matter “material and 

necessary” to the prosecution or defense of an action.  

Traditionally, Courts have construed the term 

“material and necessary” as referenced in CPLR § 

3101(a) in a liberal fashion so as to promote 

disclosure of items arguably relevant to the case at 

hand. Although disclosure under CPLR § 3101 is not 

unlimited, (the typical exceptions being that the 

material sought is palpably improper or that the 

demands themselves are overbroad or vague), 

supervision is generally left to the discretion of the 

trial court.  Unfortunately, thus far Courts have 

shown little interest in limiting the scope of disclosure 
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 as it pertains to nursing home litigation, which seems, 

in part, related to the lack of core understanding as 

the scope of practice in a nursing home and also 
seems at times driven by the same perceptions 

rooted in the public at large concerning nursing 

homes from an institutional standpoint.  The 
foregoing was made all too clear in the Simmons v. 

Northern Manhattan Nursing Home, Inc. decision.   

 

In brief, Simmons involved a wrongful death claim 

arising from a fall and subsequent care at a nursing 

home.  Plaintiff’s counsel demanded numerous items 
including quality assurance investigative material and 

the personnel files of staff that treated the decedent.  

Defense counsel’s position was, primarily, that the 
quality assurance privilege generally exempted these 

items from disclosure.  However, the Appellate 

Division of the First Department, The Court that 
decided Simmons, disagreed, and in respect to the 

personnel record issue, reasoned that since the 

defendant did not deny maintenance of such files, 
they were subject to disclosure.  The troubling aspect 

of the Simmons decision was that there was no 

analysis whatsoever as to whether NYCRR permitted 
disclosure to entities other than the Department of 

Health, or whether disclosure of personnel records 

was relevant.  Rather, the Court rendered its decision 
largely on the defendant’s failure to sustain its burden 

of proof that the items sought were privileged and 

believed that since records were maintained by the 
defendant, they should be disclosed.  It would appear 

that in reaching its decision, the Appellate Division of 

the First Department, did not counterbalance the 
putative need for disclosure sought by plaintiff with 

the avowed basis and scope of the NYCRR or the 

defendants’ interest in keeping its employees’ 
personnel files private to promote an unfettered 

evaluation of its employees. 

 
In March of 2009, the Appellate Division of the First 
Department issued an equally disquieting decision in 

Clement v. Kateri.  There, the claim was founded 

upon personal injury and negligent hiring and 
retention allegedly arising out of the care afforded 

plaintiff during her stay at the defendant nursing 

home.  Although the decision, like Simmons, dealt 
primarily with the scope of the quality assurance 

privilege, the Court did weigh in on plaintiff’s demand 

for personnel information regarding each employee 
who had contact with plaintiff while she was admitted 

to the defendant’s facility.  The Court determined, 

without explanation, that these items were “material 
and necessary” under C.P.L.R. § 3101(a) inasmuch as 

defendant was compelled by statute and regulation to 

maintain and continuously collect such information, 
and expressly cited the Simmons decision.  Again, the 

Court determined that the material was subject to 

disclosure simply because nursing homes compiled 
such information.  Omitted from the Court’s analysis 

entirely was whether the NYCRR carved out an 

express right for plaintiff’s attorneys to obtain 
personnel records or whether the right to inspect 

these types of records was exclusive to the 

Department of Health.  
 

Despite the unfavorable Appellate precedent, in 

February 2010, the Nassau Supreme Court, in the 

decision Szulta v. Good Samaritan Hospital Medical 
Center, determined that the demand for, inter alia, 

personnel records was not “material and necessary” 

to plaintiff’s claim for nursing home negligence and 
barred plaintiff’s attorneys from obtaining said 

information. The Court determined that despite the 

fact that defendants maintained such records, the 
mere fact of their existence did not entitle plaintiff to 

their production and there was no showing that they 

were material and necessary.  Although this decision 
was rendered at the trial court level, its logic is 

instructive and suggests that the judiciary need not 

automatically be constrained to follow the Simmons 
decision.  

 

The question that long-term care facilities and 
defense counsel ultimately face with regard to the 

disclosure of personnel records is how to manage the 

mine field left in the wake of the Simmons and 
Clement decisions.  While the law governing 

disclosure of personnel records has not been 

addressed by the Court of Appeals, the decisions 
discussed in this article do provide some suggestions 

for both long-term care facilities and their defense 

counsel in addressing such demands. 

 

First, defense counsel and the nursing homes they 

represent must work cooperatively to understand the 
contents of personnel records before they are 

disclosed.  For example, defense counsel should be 

prepared to cogently argue that whether a particular 
staff member was disciplined for tardiness or, had an 

isolated performance issue years before the care in 

question, does not necessarily mean that the 
employee was unsuitable to render care in any 

instance.  While licensing, credential and disciplinary 

information is likely discoverable under certain 
situations, such as “material and necessary” cases 

involving sexual, emotional or physical abuse, it is 

suggested that an employee’s mailing address and 
phone number, list of contacts, next-of-kin, 

references, and salary information ought not be 

disclosed automatically in all cases as these items are 
extremely sensitive on a personal level and would not 

be related to resident care in most instances.  Thus, 

all such information should ordinarily be redacted 
under the theory that the information sought is not 

relevant.  Tax records, annuity, pension, accident, 

health or fringe-benefit information should be 
similarly protected.  In fact, some of the foregoing 

material is expressly prohibited from disclosure by 

statute.  (See, Title II of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990 and The Health Insurance 

Portability and Availability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), which 

protects from unauthorized disclosure any health 
information that is considered “individually 

identifiable.”). 

 
Furthermore, attempts to identify the specific 

caregivers should be made as early as practicable in 

the litigation and, depending upon the nature of the 

claim at issue, efforts should be made to let these 
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individuals know that their records may be subject to 

disclosure in an effort by plaintiff’s counsel to 

collaterally attack the facility and its staff.  

Employees, even former employees who may have 

left on poor terms, whom take pride in their work, 

are typically more willing and motivated to assist in 

the defense investigation and support that all cares 

provided were reasonable under the circumstances 

presented.  When confronting situations involving the 

disclosure of personnel records of former employees, 

it must be understood that plaintiff’s typically allege 

the nursing homes are vicariously liable for the 

negligent acts of these persons.   Accordingly, efforts 

must be made to contact relevant ex-employees, 

explain the situation to them and, if possible and 

appropriate, obtain their assistance. 

 

Moreover, the effort should be geared toward 

disclosure of personnel records that is limited to 

those dates which correspond to the dates of the care 

alleged in the Complaint so as not to allow unfettered 

access to an employee’s records simply so opposing 

counsel can “fish” for issues to attack credibility.  In 

other words, disclosure should be limited to those 

dates of employment that coincide with the dates of 

care, and any searches outside the scope of the 

foregoing, should be generally opposed.  

 

Critically, although plaintiffs typically assert a 

negligent hiring claim in rote fashion in the 

Complaint, defense counsel must examine whether 

such a claim is truly viable or whether the allegations 

more properly fit under the theory of vicarious 

liability.  This distinction is a key one, since under 

New York Law, employment records have been held 

to be protected from disclosure when an employee 

was acting within the scope of their employment at 

the time of the incident.  See, Neiger v City of New 

York, 2010 NY Slip Op 02934, 72 AD3d 663 (2d Dept 

2010); and Gerardi v Nassau/Suffolk Airport 

Connection, 288 AD2d 181 (2d Dept, 2001).  In 

other words, plaintiffs should be forced to articulate 

why they specifically need an employee’s records and 

defense counsel must make every effort to limit 

disclosure.  Similarly, in the first instance, before 

assuming a request for disclosure of personnel 

records is proper, the defendant should seriously 

consider whether there is a valid objection that the 

demand is not “material and necessary” from the 

outset, as this is a baseline requirement to compel 

disclosure. 

 
From a practical standpoint, each time a nursing 

home is sued, the defense must be mindful that 
employee records will likely be sought by adverse 
counsel.  This is extremely problematic since many 
long term care cases involve years of residency and, 
hence, there will be a multitude of caregivers 
involved.  The financial and human resources 
expended in compiling all such personnel records for  
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every caregiver involved is self-evident, particularly 

when one considers that each document must also be 

inspected carefully by counsel prior to production to 

consider any pertinent privileges and necessary 

redactions. 

 

Ultimately, long-term care facilities and defense 

counsel need to be well-versed in New York 

concerning the discoverability of personnel records 

and available defenses or protections.  As reflected by 

Simmons and its progeny, the judicial trend is to 

compel disclosure of personnel files due to general, 

liberal discovery mandates despite the countervailing 

potential harm to employees and the chilling impact 

such might have on employers who seek to honestly 

apprise, guide and educate staff.  Whether the Courts 

will ultimately be persuaded by arguments to further 

limit or preclude such based on the espoused 

language of NYCRR is uncertain and may remain 

unsettled for some time as most facilities and defense 

counsel choose to engage in a compromise as to the 

extent of disclosure rather than resist entirely the 

demands.  The lesson, however, is that there is an 

ever-growing need for coordination between defense 

counsel and the long-term care providers to 

understand the legal impact of documentation at 

every level, that protections from disclosure is quite 

limited, and that there will continue to be efforts by 

plaintiff’s counsel to seek out any and all writings 

prepared in the normal course of business even to the 

extent such materials may seem at first blush to be 

otherwise protected. 
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